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Summary

The effects of phorbol esters on shape change and
locomotion of human blood lymphocytes were
studied both immediately after separating the
cells from blood and after overnight culture.
Phorbol myristate acetate (PMA), phorbol dibutyrate (PDB) and related esters produced complex
shape changes in lymphocytes at both times.
These shapes were analysed quantitatively using
objective measurements derived from the moments of cell shapes. Immediately after removal
from blood, many lymphocytes (20-60% of the
total) protruded and retracted veils or spikes at
more than one point on the cell surface. The
morphology of these cells was not typical of
locomotor cells. Usually, formation of a veil was
not followed by a contraction wave moving down
the cell, though some cells did show contraction
waves, and some moved into collagen gels or
filters. After overnight culture, a high proportion
(70-80 %) of cells had changed shape in PMA and
PDB. Although the shapes were still atypical, they
resembled classical locomotor morphology more

closely; veils formed at one point on the cell
surface tended to persist, and contraction waves
and constriction rings were seen in many cells.
These cells moved in large numbers into collagen
gels or filters. Comparison of the paths traversed
by PMA-treated lymphocytes in collagen gels
suggested that cells cultured in PMA for 24 h
pursued more persistent paths than those in shortterm culture, but the difference was not marked.
We suggest that phorbol esters induce immediate
shape change without inducing the complete sequence of motor events necessary for efficient
locomotion, 'whereas after prolonged culture in
phorbol esters, locomotion is more efficient, possibly because phorbol esters, like other growth
activators, stimulate events during the Gi phase
of growth that are necessary for full expression of
locomotor capacity.

Introduction

ing exposure to chemoattractants, the proportion of
polarized cells in suspension and the proportion that
move in locomotion assays arc similar. Thus shapechange assays may be useful for studying mechanisms
of signal transduction in leucocyte locomotion. Phorbol
esters, which activate protein kinase C, are obviously of
interest in this context, and in this paper we describe
their effects on shape and movement of human blood
lymphocytes.
Although, using most locomotor stimulants, the
relation between polarization and locomotion of leucocytes is clear, phorbol esters induce changes in cell

The earliest visible event in the initiation of leucocyte
locomotion is a change from a spherical to a polarized
shape. Assays that measure the proportion of polarized
cells in a population in suspension, and the extent of
antero—posterior polarity in individual cells, have been
used to study the early events in locomotion of leucocytes including neutrophils (Smith et al. 1979; Keller
et al. 1983; Shields & Haston, 1985), monocytes
(Cianciolo & Snyderman, 1981) and lymphocytes (Wilkinson, 1986; Wilkinson & Higgins, 1987a,fc). FollowJournal of Cell Science 90, 645-655 (1988)
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shape that are difficult to relate to locomotion and
differ from one cell type to another. In neutrophils,
phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) induces formation
and retraction of projections all over the cell surface
with increased pinocytosis, but with no clear anteroposterior polarity (Roos et al. 1987), and the cells show
little displacement. In Walker carcinosarcoma cells,
PMA inhibits polarization and locomotion (Keller et
al. 1985). There have been several studies of the
behaviour of phorbol ester-treated human blood lymphocytes. Patarroyo et al. (1982) observed non-spherical morphologies in lymphocytes within 15 min of
adding phorbol dibutyrate and the cells rapidly formed
homotypic aggregates. They observed that after 24 and
48 h of culture the cells had increased in size and
continued to show non-spherical morphologies. Phorbol esters also enhanced ligand-induced lateral distribution of membrane glycoproteins (Patarroyo &
Gahmberg, 1984) and the adhesion of human T
lymphocytes to monolayers of human umbilical vein
endothelium (Haskard et al. 1986).
Our interest in phorbol ester-induced shape change
in lymphocytes arose during an earlier study (Wilkinson & Higgins, 19876), in which we reported briefly
that phorbol ester-treated lymphocytes migrated into
collagen gels and showed unusual changes in shape in
polarization assays. These cells were studied both
following a brief (30 min) exposure to PMA and
following overnight culture in its presence, the latter
treatment stimulating a higher proportion of locomotor
cells than the former. We decided that a more detailed
investigation was merited and might give insight into
the role of protein kinase C activation in the initiation
of lymphocyte locomotion. Our findings are reported
here. We began by using a polarization assay to
quantify shape change in glutaraldehyde-fixed cells.
However, the shape change seen following exposure to
PMA proved to be more complex and variable than the
typical antero-posterior polarity seen with other locomotor stimuli, and was difficult to score using the
polarization assay. We therefore used objective
measurements, derived from the moments of cell
shape, and recently described in this journal (Dunn &
Brown, 1986), to define this shape change more precisely. Since these studies of the morphologies of fixed
cells gave incomplete information about motile behaviour, we then went on to examine the relation between
shape change and locomotion in living cells using timelapse videotaping of phorbol ester-treated cells in
suspension and in collagen gels. The tracks of cells
moving through collagen gels were analysed using a
procedure designed to quantify the true speed and
persistence time of moving cells (Dunn, 1983; Wilkinson et al. 1984). This study showed that much of the
shape change observed in lymphocytes immediately
after treatment with phorbol esters was not related to
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locomotion, but that if lymphocytes were maintained in
culture with phorbol ester for 24 h they showed moretypical locomotor morphologies and migrated in large
numbers into collagen gels or into micropore filters.
This is consistent with our earlier finding that although
only a minority of lymphocytes direct from blood were
motile, activators of growth such as PHA, PPD, antiCD3 antibody, or the Cowan strain of Staphylococcus
aureus increase the proportion of cultured lymphocytes with locomotor capacity, so that a majority of the
cells show locomotor activity after 24-48 h (Wilkinson,
1986; Wilkinson & Higgins, 1987a). Phorbol esters
have also been reported to act as lymphocyte mitogens
(Touraine et al. 1977; Abb et al. 1979; Kabelitz et al.
1982) and, thus, like other growth activators, they may
stimulate locomotion of cultured lymphocytes by activating synthesis of proteins necessary for full expression of locomotor capacity.
Materials and methods
Reagents and media
Hanks' balanced salt solution, Ca 2+ /Mg 2+ -free Hanks,
RPMI-1640 (RPMI), and foetal calf serum (FCS) were from
Flow, Rickmansworth, Herts. Hanks' solution and RPMI
were buffered to p H 7 4 with morpholinopropane sulphonic
acid (MOPS) (Sigma, Poole, Dorset) at 10 mM and supplemented with human serum albumin (lOmgml" 1 ) (HSA,
Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany) (Hanks'-HSA) as
necessary. The following phorbol esters were purchased from
Sigma: phorbol 12,13-dibutyrate (PDB); phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA); 4*-phorbol; 4a/-phorbol 12,13-didecanoate; phorbol 12,13-didecanoate; phorbol 12,13,20-triacetate. All esters were made up as stock solutions in 10~2Mdimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) (Sigma). H7 (1-(S isoquinolinyl sulphonyl)-2-methyl-piperazine) and W7 (/V-(6-aminohexyl)-5-chloro-l-naphthalene sulphonamide) were from
Sigma. H7 was dissolved in 2mM-HCl in water at 10~2M and
W7 was dissolved in methanol at 10~ 2 M. Both were used from
freshly made solutions. l-Oleoyl-2-acetyl glycerol (OAG) was
from Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA. B and T
cells were distinguished using either 'Simultest' (BectonDickinson, Mountain View, CA, USA; FITC antiCD3 + phycoerythrin anti-CD19) or FITC-labelled antikappa and lambda light chains (combined) (Dakopatts,
Glostrup, Denmark). Anti-CD3 (OKT3) was a monoclonal
IgG2a antibody from Orthoklein, Raritan, NJ; it was dialysed before use to remove azide. PHA (purified) was from
Wellcome, Dartford, Kent. Cellulose nitrate micropore filters (8;Um pore size) were from Sartorius, Gottingen, Germany. Type I collagen was prepared freshly in the laboratory
from rat tail tendons as described (Elsdale & Bard, 1972;
Hastoneia/. 1982).

Cell preparation and culture
Lymphocytes were obtained from normal, heparinized, human blood by separation on Lymphocyte Separation Medium
(Flow). The cells were washed three times in Hanks'-Mops

and resuspended at 2X10 6 cells ml ' in Hanks'-HSA. Cells
were either used immediately far polarization and locomotion
assays or cultured overnight in Hanks'-HSA in Linbro tissue
culture dishes (wells, l-7cmXl > 6cm; Flow). Cells were
cultured at 2 x l 0 6 m r ' in lml samples for 24 h at 37°C.
Control wells contained Hanks'-HSA alone. Appropriate
concentrations of phorbol esters were added, at concentrations described in Results, to test wells. In control wells
containing DMSO alone at appropriate dilutions, no effect
was seen on polarization or locomotion. Cells were also
cultured in anti-CD3 (aCD3; 25 ng, ml" 1 ), a reagent that has
no short-term effect on lymphocyte locomotion, but induces
growth and morphological polarization of about 50-60 % of
lymphocytes overnight (Wilkinson & Higgins, 1987a); or in
PHA (1 ^gml~'), which, again, induces growth and polarization only in overnight culture (Wilkinson, 1986).

Separation of T and B lymphocytes
T lymphocytes were purified from the mononuclear cell
fraction by passage through a nylon wool column at 37 °C.
B lymphocytes and other cells adhere to the nylon wool, and
T lymphocytes pass through. The B cells were then dislodged mechanically from the nylon wool as described by
Stewart (1981). The nylon wool non-adherent cells contained
< 1 % B cells; the adherent and dislodged cells contained
65 % B cells.

Polarization assay
The proportion of polarized lymphocytes was scored either
(1) immediately after purification from blood, or (2) after
24 h of culture. In short-term polarization assays, lymphocytes were incubated for 30min in plastic test tubes at 37 °C
with the chosen reagents, then fixed by adding an equal
volume of glutaraldehyde (2-5%), centrifuged and washed
with phosphate-buffered saline. The supernatant fluid was
decanted and the cell button (in about 100 /ul of fluid) was
used to make slide-and-coverslip preparations. A total of
200-300 cells was counted and the percentage of polarized
cells estimated. FCS induced immediate shape change and
was used as a standard positive control for 30-min assays. In
overnight polarization assays, the non-adherent lymphocytes
after 24h of culture were removed, fixed and counted as
above. Note that a proportion of the lymphocytes that
remains adherent, particularly after treatment with phorbol
esters, is lost from counting by this procedure. Since FCS has
little effect on growth-induced shape change (Wilkinson,
1986), aCD3 or PHA, which both activate lymphocyte
growth, were used as positive controls in 24 h assays. Scoring
proportions of polarized cells was straightforward in the case
of FCS, aCD3 or PHA, all of which induced typical
front-tail polarity, which was easily distinguishable from the
non-reacting spherical form. Shape change was more difficult to score in phorbol ester-treated lymphocytes because of
the variable morphologies discussed in detail in Results. For
the polarization assays, cells were scored as 'spherical' or
'non-spherical'. Among the spherical cells we included cells
that were still obviously spherical with the exception of a
microprojection, 'spike', or other distortion, which did not
occupy more than about 10-15% of the cell circumference.
All other deviations from sphericity were scored as nonspherical.

Locomotion assays
Micropore filter assays. Lymphocytes (2xl0 6 ml~' in
Hanks'-HSA) were layered onto the upper surface of cellulose-ester filters of 8^m pore size (Sartorius, Gottingen,
FRG) and incubated for 2h at 37°C to allow the lymphocytes
to penetrate the filter. The assay has been described in
extenso (Wilkinson, 1982). No gradients were set up: the
concentration of all reagents was uniform throughout the
chamber. Filters were fixed and stained with haematoxylin
and locomotion was scored as (1) the percentage of total
added cells that had entered the filter, and (2) the distance
into the filter attained by the leading front of cells.
Collagen gel assays. Collagen gels were formed by bringing the collagen solution back to isotonicity and neutral pH
and casting gels (1-5 mg collagen ml" 1 ) (Haston et al. 1982;
Brown, 1982) either into Linbro tissue culture wells (for
population assays) or into metal filming chambers (Allan &
Wilkinson, 1978) for analysis of the movement of individual
cells. Once the gel had set, it was covered with a suspension of
lymphocytes, which settled on its upper surface. For filming
individual cells, the gels were cast into a shallow well made by
attaching a glass coverslip to the lower surface of a metal
filming chamber. The lymphocyte suspension was added
when the gel had set, and the chamber was sealed with an
upper coverslip. Lymphocytes that had penetrated and were
migrating within the gel matrix at 37 °C were filmed on
videotape using a time-lapse videorecorder system (Panasonic
8050 at 12H time mode) and Nomarski optics (Olympus BH2
microscope; X40 objective). Cell tracks were analysed by
covering the monitor screen with transparent paper and
dotting in the position of the cell centre at intervals of 40 s.
The transparent sheets were then transferred to a digitizing
tablet (Summagraphics, Bit Pad 1) linked to a BBC microcomputer, and the coordinates of cell position at sequential
times were stored (Lackie & Burns, 1983). Values for speed
and persistence were then computed for each cell using the
method proposed by Dunn (1983) and used by Wilkinson et
al. (1984). The value for speed takes account of the underestimation of the length of a smoothly curving track when it is
approximated by straight-line segments: the value for persistence (the tendency for a cell to continue in the direction of
previous travel and to make only small-angle turns) is derived
from short-term data, and makes the assumption that the cell
tracks can be described as a random walk (Lackie, 1986). The
diffusion coefficient (R) for the cell (treating it as a randomly
diffusing particle) can be calculated from the speed (S) and
persistence (P) parameters, using the relationship:

R = 2.S2P.
Estimates of the mean speed and persistence for the population were calculated using the Jack-knife method of Mosteller & Tukey (1977), which is robust when the distribution
is skewed.

Shape analysis
Glutaraldehyde-fixed cells were mounted on slides and the
outlines of cells were drawn using a camera lucida attachment
on a Wild M20 microscope with bright-field illumination and
a X100 objective. The optical section that most nearly
represented the shape that could be deduced by focussing up
and down was drawn. Outlines of the cells were then traced
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on a digitizing tablet (as used in track analysis) with the stylus
set in stream mode: approximately 50 coordinate points were
obtained for small spherical cells, rather more (up to 100) for
cells with complex shapes. The coordinates of the outline
were then used to calculate moments of zero-, first- and
second-order, as described by Dunn & Brown (1986). The
zero-order moment is a measure of the area within the
outline, the elongation, extension and dispersion parameters
are area-independent (the extension parameter is the sum of
the elongation and dispersion parameters). Representative
shapes were kindly analysed by Dr A. F. Brown (MRC
Biophysics, Kings College, London), and our values coincided with his (within the limits of accuracy that can be
achieved in tracing the outlines).
The three shape parameters (elongation, dispersion and
extension) were stored for each cell, and at least 50 cells were
measured from each experiment. Extension is a measure of
how much the shape differs from a circle, and has a value of
zero if the shape is circular. Dispersion is a measure of
irregularity of contour and proved useful as an objective
criterion to distinguish spherical from non-spherical cells. By
inspection it appeared that there was a bimodal distribution
of shapes: some remained spherical, others did not. The
dispersion parameters for the spherical and non-spherical
cells were distinctly different; spherical cells had a dispersion
of around O'Ol. Non-spherical cells usually gave a dispersion
value of 10 times greater (or more). We used a dispersion
value of 0'02 to separate the two classes. No outline that we
judged by eye to be non-spherical had a dispersion value as
low as this. On this basis the cells were subdivided, and the
elongation and extension parameters of the spherical and
non-spherical cells were handled independently thereafter.
Comparisons between values were made using Mann-Whitney U-tests, since the distribution of the shapes of nonspherical cells had significant skew and kurtosis, although it
was unimodal.

Results
Polarization assays: the morphological appearance of
fixed lymphocytes
PMA induced complex shape changes in lymphocytes
in both short-term (0-30 min) and long-term (24 h)
assays. Though a proportion of cells showed antero—
posterior polarity, this was much more difficult to
define than with other locomotor stimuli, which induce
the classical polarized morphology (Haston & Shields,
1984; Wilkinson, 1986). In short-term assays, lymphocytes in PMA (Fig. 1A) frequently extended veils or
ruffles at one or more poles and these veils were often
large, exceeding the projected area of the cell body on
occasion. Extensions of a variety of shapes including
spikes were seen. However, the cell body tended to
remain spherical and constrictions were rare. The timecourse of development of non-spherical morphology in
blood lymphocytes in short-term assays is shown in
Fig. 2. Cells began to deviate from a spherical shape
within 1-2 min of adding PMA and the response was
well developed within 5-15 min. This response was
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temperature-dependent. At 30 min 49% of the cells
were non-spherical at 37°C; 35 % at 20°C and 0-5 % at
4°C. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of dose-responses for
blood lymphocytes after 30 min treatment and after
24h culture in PMA. The cells responded to PMA at
concentrations down to 10~'°M (though storage of the
ester led to loss of activity; and one of four batches that
we tested was only active to 3 = 1 0 ~ 8 M ) . The proportion
of non-spherical forms induced by PMA in cells direct
from blood was 40-50%. After overnight culture, a
great majority (usually about 80 %) of the PMA-treated
lymphocytes were non-spherical. Many of these were
elongated and easier to score than at 30min (Fig. IB).
Shape analysis (below) was used to quantify this.
Constrictions were seen more commonly after 24 h in
PMA than after 30 min. Overnight treatment with
PMA also increased lymphocyte adhesiveness, and this
effect was most marked in T cells. The proportion of
non-adherent B cells in control overnight cultures was
10-20%. This rose to 30-50% in PMA-treated cultures due to loss of adherent T cells.
The pattern of activity of various esters was studied:
in both short-term and 24h cultures, PMA, phorbol
12,13-didecanoate and phorbol 12,13-dibutyrate, all
induced shape change in similar proportions of cells.
Phorbol triacetate, 4a'-phorbol and 4<r-phorbol didecanoate, had no effect. This pattern of activity of
different esters is similar to that seen in tumourpromoting and other systems.
Effect of phorbol esters on shape change in T-enriched
and B-enriched populations
T and B lymphocytes were separated by passage
through nylon wool columns and tested for shape
change induced by PMA and phorbol dibutyrate. Both
T and B cells changed shape in response to both esters
in short-term assays (Table 1). The difference between
control and test was more marked using T cells, but B
cells were tested in the presence of FCS, which itself
induces some shape change and gives high control
values. In overnight assays, a majority of purified T
cells changed shape in the presence of both esters.
Analysis of the shapes of fixed lymphocytes
The shape analysis of Dunn & Brown (1986) was used
to try to overcome the difficulties in defining the shapes
of glutaraldehyde-fixed lymphocytes that had been
treated in suspension with phorbol esters. For this
analysis, we wished to select only those lymphocytes
that had responded to the phorbol ester, i.e. those that
were non-spherical. As outlined above, the dispersion
values proved a useful non-subjective means for making the distinction between cells with regular (e.g.
spherical) and irregular outlines. All cells with a
dispersion greater than 0-02 were included as nonspherical. Fig. 4 shows examples of the shapes seen in

Fig. 1. Shape change in
lymphocytes treated in
suspension with PMA
(10" 9 M). A. After 30min,
the cells show peripheral
veils and spikes, but the
cell bodies remain rounded;
B, after 24 h,
antero-posterior polarity is
more evident and
constriction rings passing
down the cell body
(arrowhead) are evident.
Phase-contrast. Bar,

lymphocytes treated in different ways and illustrates
some of the difficulties. Table 2 shows the measures
'extension', 'dispersion' and 'elongation' for the nonspherical cells from the different populations studied.
Elongation is probably the most useful of these to
describe the shape adopted by the cells that had
responded; extension is simply the sum of elongation
and dispersion. In the groups of lymphocytes treated
with agents that induced conventional locomotor morphology (i.e. FCS in short-term assays; aCD3 and
PHA at 24 h), the elongation value of the non-spherical
cells was around 0-9-1-0. In cells treated with phorbol
esters for 30min, the values for elongation were low
(0-35-0-49). However, when the same populations
were cultured overnight in PMA, the values for
elongation (and extension) had increased considerably

and significantly (0-71-0-83). The low elongation
values after 30 min exposure to PMA reflect the considerable deviation of these phorbol ester-treated cells
from the classical polarized form. After overnight
culture the cells had elongated considerably and approached this form more closely, though elongation
values were still not as high as in the aCD3 and PHA
controls. Constriction rings were frequently seen in the
cell body after overnight culture.
Locomotion of PMA-treated lymphocytes: population
assays
Despite the unusual morphologies of lymphocytes in
PMA, some of these cells were motile. This was
studied both by filming and in a micropore filter assay
that measures locomotion of cell populations into a
Effects of phorbol esters on lymphocyte locomotion
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Fig. 3. Dose-response curve: non-spherical cells in PMA
after 30min ( •
• ) and 24h (X
X). Mean±S.E.M.
from five experiments.
three-dimensional matrix (Table 3). In filters, lymphocytes cultured overnight in PMA invaded in greater
numbers and reached a greater distance than untreated
controls; exposure for a short period to PMA induced
little increase. Similar results were obtained when the
numbers of cells invading a collagen gel were counted
(not shown). After short-term treatment with PMA,
the number of cells migrating into filters or gels was
lower (<20 %) than the number of non-spherical cells
assessed morphologically (Table 3, cf. Figs 2 and 3),
suggesting that many of the latter were not, in fact,
motile cells.
Shape change in living lymphocytes treated with PMA
It was evident from videotaping shape change in living
lymphocytes that the information given by studying
fixed cells was very limited. Lymphocytes, when
freshly prepared from blood, and exposed in suspen650
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sion to PMA, changed shape continuously and vigorously. They rapidly protruded broad veils from one or
more points, and these were often retracted equally
rapidly. In descriptions of the classical locomotor
behaviour of lymphocytes, it has been emphasized that
lamellipodium formation is usually followed by a wave
of contraction that passes down the cell from front to
back (Lewis, 1931; Haston & Shields, 1984). Contraction waves were seen, but were uncommon, in lymphocytes after short-term exposure to PMA (Table 4).
Usually the cell body itself remained spherical with
peripheral veils. Veils frequently broadened and swept
around the cell in a circus movement. The position at
which veils were formed was not random. Cells protruded veils at two poles on the cell surface, often at
about 180° from each other, more frequently than at
other points (though this did not assume statistical
significance).
After 24h of culture in PMA, lymphocytes in
suspension were behaving quite differently. The rapid
protrusion and retraction of veils was much less frequently seen. Rather, when a veil was protruded, it
tended to persist for several minutes and contraction
waves were more often seen to spread from the point of
protrusion than in the short-term cells (Table 4). This
corresponds to the 'constriction ring' frequently seen in
moving lymphocytes (Haston & Shields, 1984; and
Fig. IB). Occasionally, a lymphocyte would reverse its
polarity by simultaneously retracting a veil at one pole
and protruding one at the other, but this behaviour was
less common after overnight culture than in cells
immediately after treatment with PMA. In summary,
as time in culture in PMA proceeded, morphological
changes in the cells approximated more closely to
conventional locomotory behaviour (pseudopod extension and formation of a contraction wave leading to
forward propulsion) than immediately after exposure
to this agent, at which time pseudopod extension and
retraction without contraction waves were seen.
Time-lapse filming of PMA-treated lymphocytes in
collagen gels
Lymphocytes that had invaded collagen gels were
tracked both immediately following treatment with
PMA and after 24h of culture in PMA. These cells
were moving in a three-dimensional matrix and tracking was, of necessity, in only two dimensions, so some
information about these tracks is lacking. Some of the
PMA-treated cells invaded and moved within collagen
gels and many of the cells, judged by visual inspection
of the tracks, showed good persistence in a given
direction (no agent or attractant other than PMA was
present in these gels). Immediately following treatment with PMA more cells in the population changed
direction sharply and frequently than in the overnight
population. These impressions were quantified by

Table 1. Shape change in purified T and B lymphocytes
A. Assay (30min): lymphocytes purified directly from blood
% Non-spherical cells (meants.E.M.)

T cells in RPMI-HSA
T cells in RPMI-HSA
B cells in RPMI-FCS
B cells in RPMI-FCS

Medium
alone

Medium + PMA
(2X1O"7M)

3-3 ±0-9
2,5
14-013-2
23

46-7 ±6-6

Medium + PDB
(2xl(T8M)
52,49

37, 25
36

n

3
2
2
1

B. Lymphocytes after overnight culture ± phorbol ester
% Non-spherical cells (mean ±S.E.M.)

T cells in RPMI-HSA
T cells in RPMI-HSA
Unseparated lymphocytes

Medium
alone

Medium + PMA

6-0 ±0-6
3
13, 9

61-3 ±2-8

(2X10" 7 M)

Medium + PDB
(2xlO"8M)

n

71
61, 58

3
1
2

Fig. 4. Drawings of shapes of non-spherical cells treated: (A), for 24h with anti-CD3 antibody (control showing locomotor
forms); B, for 30min with PMA ( 1 ( T 9 M ) ; and C, for 24h with PMA (1CT 9 M). These shapes were selected to illustrate the
types of changes seen under the different experimental conditions, and may not be typical for the whole population. The
median elongation values for the cells shown are: A, 114; B, 0-64; C, 0-85 (cf. values in Table 3 for the whole
population).

measuring the 5, P and R values (Dunn, 1983;
Wilkinson et al. 1984; and Table 5). There was no
significant difference in speed (S) between the two
populations. Persistence (P) was shorter for short-term
PMA cells than for the overnight culture group, but
not markedly so, and this was significant at the 5 %, but
not at the 1 %, level. R (diffusion rate) was not
significantly different between the two groups. Thus
after short-term treatment with PMA, moving lymphocytes show less persistence than when they have been in
PMA overnight but the locomotion is otherwise not
obviously different, though this difference might have

been expected from observations of shape change in
cells in suspension.
Divalent cation dependence of lymphocyte
polarization
Table 6 shows that PMA-induced lymphocyte shape
change was not inhibited in either short-term or
overnight assays by culture in divalent cation-free
media+EDTA or EGTA. In the short-term assay there
was in fact some enhancement using 10~9M-PMA in
these media. In contrast, aCD3-induced polarization
was dependent on divalent cations. Long-term culture
in EDTA reduced lymphocyte viability, particularly in
Effects of phorbol esters on lymphocyte locomotion
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Table 2. Measures of shapes of lymphocytes
Median values

*(<7c)

Extension

Dispersion

Elongation

17 (29)

1-32

0-24

0-93

66 (57)
63 (54)

0-52
0-61

0-08
0-08

0-41
0-50

38 (55)
45 (83)

0-57
0-54

010
0-09

0-49
0-35

32 (43)
72 (76)

1-30
1-29

0-23
0-15

0-99
1-09

114 (89)

111

0-12

0-83

50 (84)
55 (88)

0-99
0-88

0-13
0-15

0-76
0-71

Lymphocytes suspended for 30 min in:
Positive control
FCS20%
Phorbol experiment I
PMA(10~7M)
PDB

(10~7M)

Phorbol experiment II
PMA(10~ 9 M)
PMA(10"'°M)
Lymphocytes cultured overnight in:
Positive controls

aCD3 (25ngmr')
PHA (1 /igml" 1 )
Phorbol experiment I
PMA

(10"8M)

Phorbol experiment II
PMA(10"9M)
PMA

(10~'°M)

Statistics: Mann-Whitney U-test. All 30min phorbol ester cells versus all overnight phorbol ester cells. Extension, U = 9-7; dispersion,
U = 5-93; elongation, U = 9 1 ; P < 0 0 1 for all.
•Number of cells with dispersion > 0 0 2 only (i.e. non-spherical cells). The value in parenthesis is the % non-spherical cells in the total
scored population. The values for negative controls (HSA) are not included because there were too few non-spherical cells to give
meaningful results.

Table 3. Migration of PMA-treated lymphocytes into micropore filters
b Of cells within
filter after 2h

Distance (^m) migrated
by leading cell front

(2h)

Cells direct from blood

HSA
PMA (10~7M)
PMA (10~8M)
Cells after overnight culture
HSA
PMA (10~7M)
PMA (10"8M)

7-9 + 0-8
15-1 ± 1-3
11-3+1-0

30-1 ±2-7
36-9 ±3-2
32-9 ±3-4

13-4 ±3-0
38-1 ±4-8
41-4 ±0-9

32-8 ±5-4
79-6 ±2-8
79-6 ± 1 2 0

Cellulose ester filters (8/lm pore size): mean + S.E.M. for three filters.

the presence of PMA, and the percentages given in the
table are for viable cells only.
Agents other than phorbol esters that affect protein
kinase C
The response of lymphocytes to phorbol dibutyrate
( 1 0 ~ 7 M ) was tested in the presence of the protein
kinase C inhibitors H7 and W7 in short-term assays.
These agents at concentrations between 10~5 and
10~7M had no inhibitory effect in a 30 min assay (not
shown). We were unable to show shape change in
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lymphocytes treated with OAG, an analogue of diacylglycerol, at 10-100jUgmP 1 for 30min (5 experiments;
details not shown), though in neutrophils it did cause
morphological changes similar to those described by
Roos et al. (1987). However, H. U. Keller (personal
communication) has observed shape changes in OAGtreated human lymphocytes that are similar to those
seen with PMA.

Discussion
Phorbol esters stimulate locomotion of lymphocytes

Table 4. Formation of contraction waves by lymphocytes exposed to PMA (10
Cells immediately after
purification

Cells after overnight
culture

31

27

A. Number of motile cells (veils,
ruffles, etc) studied
B. Number of these cells*
showing contraction waves
C. Frequency of contraction
waves in B (Mean no. of waves
per cell per lOmin)

8(26%)

M)

21 (78%)

2-7

3-7

•Any cell showing a contraction wave during the period of study was included. The data are derived from videotape sequences of

5-30 min.

Table 5. Speed (S) persistence (P) and diffusion rate (R) of PMA-treated lymphocytes migrating within
collagen gels (mean ± S.D.)

Cells purified from blood and
exposed immediately to PMA
Cells after 24 h culture in PMA

n

5
(fimmin" 1 )

P
(»)

13

6-06 ±0-5

40- 2±5-8

0-82 ±0-2

13

6-63 + 0-5

49- 3 + 8-9

1-19 + 0-3

R

(f(m 2 min~'

Mann-Whitney U-test: S, NS; P, < 0-05 > 0-01; R, NS.
Mean (+S.D.) was calculated using the Jack-knife procedure (see Wilkinson el al. 1984, for details).

Table 6. Divalent cation dependence of lymphocyte shape change in response to PMA or anti-CD3
% Non-spherical cells in:
Ca 2+ /Mg 2+ -free Hanks'-Mops
Hanks'-Mops
( + Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ )

+ EGTA (10"3M)

+ EDTA (10~2M)

30 min assay
HSA alone
PMA (10~9M)
PMA (10~'°M)

5-5
45
41

5
57-5
40

2-5
65-5
37-5

24 h assay
HSA alone
PMA (10~9M)
Anti-CD3 (25ngml"')

18-5
87
54

13
85
17

9-5
77-5*
10-5

Results are from one of two similar experiments.
* Viability reduced.

and also induce vigorous shape changes, many of which
are not typical of locomotor cells. In this paper we have
attempted to elucidate the relationship between shape
change and locomotion using an objective method
based on the shape analysis described by Dunn &
Brown (1986). The observations reported here suggest
that lymphocyte behaviour changed markedly with
time of exposure to phorbol esters. Immediately after
exposure, the cells were stimulated to vigorous formation of pseudopodia and rapid protrusion and retraction of veils was seen. However, formation of a veil was
often not followed by the development of a contraction

wave moving down the cell body, as would be expected
from earlier descriptions of shape change in motile
lymphocytes (Lewis, 1931; Haston & Shields, 1984).
Rather, the body of the cell remained rounded, with
peripheral veils. Some phorbol ester-treated cells did
show more-typical locomotor morphologies and behaviour. Such cells were often sufficiently adhesive to
crawl across two-dimensional surfaces, which is unusual in lymphocytes (Haston et al. 1982), and they
also invaded collagen gels. It is not clear why phorbol
ester-treated lymphocytes tend to put out pseudopodia
at opposite poles. Possibly this is related to centrosoine
Effects of phorbol esters on lymphocyte locomotion
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alignment.
Inspection of the morphology of cells fixed after 24 h
in phorbol ester, did not reveal gross differences from
the appearance at 30min. However, observation of
living cells after 24 h at once showed that the cells were
behaving differently from cells immediately after exposure, and in a manner more typical of locomotor
cells. Pseudopodia that protruded at one pole persisted,
and were accompanied by the formation of contraction
waves. Constriction rings were commonly seen. These
cells migrated into filters and into collagen gels in larger
numbers than did those treated in the short term with
phorbol ester. The elongation values suggest that, after
24 h in phorbol ester, the morphology of the lymphocytes was closer to the typical locomotor form, though
still more variable than that of locomotor cells stimulated with activators such as PHA or anti-CD3.
It would be expected that, since morphological
changes in the short-term phorbol ester-treated cells
are so different, the migration of these cells through
collagen gels would also be different. In particular, the
short-term cells, which protrude and retract pseudopods frequently, might not persist in straight paths. In
fact such differences were seen but were not marked.
As expected long-term cells moved in straighter paths
than short-term cells but the statistical significance of
this was only marginal, possibly because the sample
number was small. Both moved at about the same
speed. One possible explanation is that many of the
short-term cells did not display the necessary sequence
of morphological changes for locomotion, i.e. veil
formation and a contraction wave, and therefore were
unable to enter the gel. Only those capable of a full
locomotor reaction were able to penetrate the gel and
were analysed. Another possibility, which we have not
explored, is that exposure to a three-dimensional gel
matrix itself modifies cell behaviour and enhances the
efficiency of locomotion.
It is not known how phorbol esters induce shape
change in lymphocytes. They have multiple effects, the
most frequently studied of which involve activation of
protein kinase C (PKC). Induction of shape change
was independent of external Ca 2+ concentration, as is
PKC activation, but was not detectably inhibited by
PKC inhibitors. It seems probable that immediate
exposure of lymphocytes to phorbol esters does not
adequately stimulate the full sequence of events necessary for forward displacement of the cell. The situation
may be different after long-term exposure to phorbol
esters, since these esters stimulate lymphocyte growth
(Touraine et al. 1977; Abb et al. 1979; Kabelitz et al.
1982). We have reported that activators that drive
resting lymphocytes into the Gi phase of growth also
activate the locomotor capacity of the cells in Gi
(Wilkinson, 1986; Wilkinson & Higgins, 1987a), possibly by stimulating expression of new genes and
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synthesis of new proteins necessary for locomotion.
Thus the long-term effect of phorbol esters may
likewise be an effect on gene expression. Cyclosporin
A, which specifically inhibits expression of genes for
certain lymphokines in human lymphocytes, inhibits
expression of locomotor capacity in lymphocytes cultured in anti-CD3 or in PHA, but not in those cultured
in PMA (Wilkinson & Higgins, 19876), so the mechanisms of locomotor activation are presumably different
in the two cases. We plan to study the relation between
locomotor capacity and increases in RNA and protein
synthesis in phorbol ester-treated cells to obtain further
information on this point.
This work was supported by an MRC project grant (Dr W.
S. Haston and Professor P. C. Wilkinson). Dr L. N. Islam is
supported by the Leukaemia Research Fund. We thank Dr A.
F. Brown for help with checking the values of the shape
parameters.
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